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ABSTRACT. Early ecological descriptions of under-ice benthic communities in McMurdo Sound
were made over 40 years ago by wetsuit divers Paul Dayton and John Pearse, resulting in seminal
papers. Polar diving equipment has evolved since then in areas of life-support breathing apparatus
and thermal protection. Scientific polar ice diving has developed into a research tool for intensive
sampling and experimental programs by marine ecologists describing under-ice ecosystem structure,
and provided insights into how benthic communities respond to disturbance. Direct scuba observations have established the remarkable continuity that exists in species distribution and abundances.
The ability to scuba dive in a stable, marine benthic community in polar habitats provides researchers with a unique opportunity to understand the structuring forces at a population level and selective
adaptations at an organismal level. Research by Moran and Woods using cutting-edge methods in
underwater environmental measurement developed and tested a sophisticated model for metabolic
regulation in embryos developing on the sea floor. Work by Marsh in understanding energy utilization during development in an Antarctic sea urchin highlighted a novel mechanism of metabolic energy conservation associated with protein metabolism. A current research focus is on environmental
imprinting via epigenetic modifications to genomic DNA, which could have a large impact on cellular physiological activities. This could possibly function as a mechanism for regulating large-scale
shifts in cellular energy utilization, perhaps serving as the key mechanism by which organisms have
adapted to polar life in the cold and dark. McClintock and coworkers’ discovery regarding feeding
deterrents in an Antarctic sponge has fueled an extraordinary understanding of chemically mediated
defense in polar benthic communities.
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Polar marine ecosystems are vastly understudied. In general, they possess unique
features related to extremes of temperature, photoperiod, and the frequent occurrence of
a sea ice layer at the ocean–atmosphere boundary. It is this latter feature of sea ice dynamics that makes these habitats particularly challenging for studying benthic macroorganisms (both animals and plants). Surface ice conditions confound the collection of living
specimens and constrain logistics for in situ experimental manipulations. Consequently,
scientific research activities in polar coastal margins focusing on benthic organisms require well-organized and -trained scuba diving teams for direct observations, collections,
and experiments. Scientific research on polar marine organisms poses many challenges.
In areas where sea ice coverage is significant in terms of either a solid layer or high ice
floe densities, great skill and caution must be exercised by dive teams engaged in scuba
diving activities. Scientific ice diving in polar regions has yielded a wealth of information
that could not have been obtained by any other sampling methods. The ability of a diver
to make direct under-ice observations and the delicate skill with which critical samples
can be collected or experimental arrays handled have yielded critical new knowledge
of the richly diverse and ecologically complex polar habitats. In short, polar ice diving
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has developed as a mature branch of scientific diving that is irreplaceable in terms of the discoveries that have been made and
will continue to be made.

DIVING
Techniques and strategies for diving in polar ice environments have received considerable expert attention in recent years
(Lang and Sayer, 2007; Lang, 2009). Local dive-site conditions
can be variable and require unique solutions to mitigate risk.
However, there are some aspects to polar ice diving that all scientific divers face, which we briefly summarize below to provide
an overview of the challenges that are involved with scientific ice
diving in polar coastal zones. Readers should consult Lang and
Sayer (2007) and Krupnik et al. (2009) for more details specific
to ice diving research activities.
The biggest challenge to ice diving can be limited options
for water entry and exit. In floe environments, dynamic interactions of winds and currents can establish significant risks for
the ability of a diver under water to navigate back to a safe exit
point. In conditions with a solid sea ice surface, divers operate
as if in an underwater cavern with restricted access. Diving is
not conducted under conditions where there is any doubt about
the ability to return to the exit location. Once all the risk factors have been identified and mitigated, then underwater work
can commence. A second significant challenge is thermal protection for the diver while under water. Drysuits are standard
equipment now and there are a variety of commercial designs
using heavy-duty, tear-resistant outer-layer materials to make the
suits durable under harsh field conditions. Drysuits need to be
fitted to the diver’s body, with sufficient extra space to allow for
several layers of insulating undergarments. A third challenge for
working in water under ice is buoyancy control. Maintaining a
larger air volume in the drysuit to accommodate the insulating
undergarments results in more potential for large air pockets to
move around within the suit and cause sudden shifts in balance
points and trim levels. More air necessitates more lead weight,
and so a larger total mass of the diver plus equipment requires
greater attention to suit-volume regulation for maintaining neutral buoyancy. A fourth challenge is ensuring that the diver has
the appropriate equipment for a safe dive. This mostly means
that divers must have first-and second-stage regulators that are
designed for use in sea water at -2°C without developing internal
ice crystals that could result in a free-flow event. A great deal of
scrutiny must be exerted to ensure that any regulator used under
the ice is not prone to free-flow events.

SCIENCE
Some of the most important work involving early ecological descriptions of under-ice benthic communities in McMurdo
Sound were made by wetsuit divers in the mid-sixties and resulted

in seminal papers by Paul Dayton and John Pearse (Pearse, 1966,
1967; Dayton et al., 1969, 1974). Dayton and Pearse were pioneers in making detailed underwater observations and experiments, and continued productive Antarctic research careers with
their students by utilizing scuba as the first tool for observation
and collection (Dayton and Oliver, 1977; Oliver, 1984; McClintock and Pearse, 1986, 1987; Pearse et al., 1991; Pearse
and Lockhart, 2004). Scientific ice diving became the primary
mechanism for intensive sampling and experimental programs
by marine ecologists describing under-ice ecosystem structure
(Slattery and Oliver, 1986; Brey et al., 1995; Slattery and McClintock, 1995; Blight et al., 2010). The ability to perform direct
experimentation under the ice has provided many insights into
how benthic communities respond to disturbance (Lenihan et al.,
2003; Conlan et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2007; Conlan et al., 2010;
Kim et al., 2010) and the delicate balance that exists between
abiotic selection pressures and population survival (growth, reproduction, and recruitment) in marine communities subjected
to continuous harsh environmental conditions.
We now have a much better understanding of the longevity
of polar benthic communities and how shifts in trophic organization may proceed over much more gradual time scales than
in other marine ecosystems (Brey et al., 1995; McClintock and
Pearse, 1986, 1987). Direct scuba observations and research diving activities for the last 40 years have established the remarkable
continuity that exists over this time frame in species distribution
and abundances. This level of system equilibrium is only possible because of the seasonally and annually stable ecosystem
structure. The only other comparable marine ecosystems are the
abyssal plains of the deep oceans, where direct observations are
only possible via deep submergence vehicles. The ability to scuba
dive and directly observe, collect, and manipulate a stable marine
benthic community in polar habitats provides researchers with
a unique opportunity to understand the structuring forces at a
population level and selective adaptations at an organismal level.
The majority of the biosphere on this planet, 75% by volume,
consists of a single habitat type: cold (~2oC), dark sea water. One
of the few places where this habitat type is accessible by scuba is
along the coastal margins of Antarctica.
Ongoing research by the coauthors of this paper continues a
tradition of strong scientific diving programs in coastal Antarctic
habitats. The observation, collection, and experimentation that is
afforded from a first-person perspective by actively engaging in
under-ice research constantly fuels new discoveries and new questions (McClintock et al., 2010b). As the field of biology has been
moving more and more toward molecular-level understandings
based on increasingly sophisticated technologies, scientific diving
remains an important tool for collecting organisms necessary for
physiological, biochemical, and molecular genetic research.
Work by Amy Moran, in collaboration with Art Woods, has
used cutting-edge methods in underwater environmental measurement to develop and test a sophisticated model for metabolic regulation in embryos developing on the sea floor (Woods
and Moran, 2008a, 2008b; Woods et al., 2009; Moran and
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Woods, 2010). In general, the availability of oxygen in seawater
and the rate of oxygen consumption by an organism is a critical
balance (supply versus demand) that is unique in polar environments. One facet where this is particularly important is for the
egg capsules of nudibranchs (Mollusca). Here, the deposition of
numerous embryos into a single capsule is under a tight selective
constraint of ensuring that sufficient oxygen is available in the
center of the capsule so that all embryos can survive through
development. The research of Woods and Moran has made many
interesting discoveries of embryo size, egg-capsule size, capsule
density, and capsule geometry that are associated with adaptations for survival of nudibranch embryos in polar habitats. Questions of oxygen transport, growth regulation, metabolic energy
utilization, and developmental period remain key questions for
understanding the life-history adaptations of many polar marine
invertebrate species. Pursuing this work will require additional in
situ work under the ice.
Work by Adam Marsh has focused on understanding energy
utilization during development in an Antarctic sea urchin (Marsh
and Manahan, 1999; Marsh et al., 1999; Marsh and Manahan,
2000; Marsh et al., 2001). Metabolic efficiency is an overriding feature of many species in polar ecosystems where primary
production is severely limited to only a small portion of each
year. Many invertebrate larval forms have feeding structures and
rely on the capture of exogenous food for their nutrition. However, in polar ecosystems, there is very little food available in the
water column throughout most of the austral spring and summer
developmental periods. Work in the Manahan laboratory has
demonstrated a fascinating and novel mechanism of metabolic
energy conservation associated with protein metabolism: the net
cost of protein accumulation (net of synthesis and degradation)
is much less in the embryos of the Antarctic sea urchin than in
any other known marine organism (Marsh et al., 2001).
Recent work by Marsh is delving into genomic-level responses to temperature stress (Fielman and Marsh, 2005; Ulrich
and Marsh, 2009) and the potential for salinity stress to become
an important selection force in the future (Cowart et al., 2009).
We are now focusing on environmental imprinting via epigenetic modifications to genomic DNA, which could have a large
impact on cellular physiological activities. This would function
as a major mechanism for regulating large-scale shifts in cellular energy utilization, perhaps serving as the key mechanism by
which organisms have adapted to polar life in the cold and dark.
Despite the molecular focus of ongoing studies, diving operations under the ice for collections and observations remain an
important component of this field work.
Work by Jim McClintock has been prolific, particularly in
collaboration with marine natural products chemist Bill Baker
and phycologist Charles Amsler. A simple discovery regarding
feeding deterrents in an Antarctic sponge has fueled an extraordinary understanding of chemically mediated defense in polar
benthic communities (McClintock and Vernon, 1990; McClintock and Gauthier, 1992; Peters et al., 2009, 2010; Aumack
et al., 2010). The revolutionary discovery here was McClintock’s
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shattering of a paradigm that asserted that chemical defense
in polar environments was not important because of the lack
of predation pressures in comparison to tropical coral reefs
(where chemical defense was well documented; Slattery and McClintock, 1995). This work completely shifted our perspective
of the role of predation in shaping polar benthic communities.
Subsequent work on identifying chemical deterrents that exist
in polar organisms (both plants and animals) has led to a better
understanding of the precarious balance in oligotrophic systems
that exists among predators and their sessile prey or herbage.
Knowing about these biochemical-level interactions that exist
among species has led to a much broader understanding of processes that shape polar benthic community structure, particularly
in terms of the interactions between consumers and producers
(Amsler et al., 2009a, 2009b; McClintock et al., 2010a).

SUMMARY
There is no substitute for direct observation. Much of what
we know today about polar benthic communities was derived
from questions that scientific divers asked based on their own
observations. In truth, we know much less about benthic coastal
habitats below polar sea ice than other marine systems (perhaps
with the exception of the deep sea). Even after 50 years of scuba
exploration there remains a host of research questions to ponder.
The limited access to the environment imposed by sea ice coverage substantially reduces the observation time often taken for
granted when exploring a rocky intertidal pool or snorkeling on
a coral reef. Scientific diving by principal investigators is an essential component of establishing a working knowledge of what
“normal” looks like under the ice in Antarctica, and a key focus
of future polar diving is to provide basic information that will
help to identify and evaluate the impact of environmental change
on these unique habitats.
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